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C. Eberhart and W. Williams [3] showed that the least inverse semigroup congruence
<3/, on an orthodox semigroup S, plays a very important role in determining the structure
of the lattice of congruences on S. In this note we show that their results can be applied to
give an explicit construction for the idempotent separating congruences on S in terms of
idempotent separating congruences on SI'S/.

The description which we obtain for idempotent separating congruences on orthodox
semigroups is used to give an alternative characterization, for idempotent separating
congruences on the semidirect product of a band by a group, to that given by R.
McFadden [7].

The work was partially carried out while the author was visiting the University of
Glasgow in May 1983. He is grateful for the hospitality he received there.

1. Preliminary results. We shall assume familiarity with the basic theory of ortho-
dox and regular semigroups as found, for example, in the books by Clifford and Preston
[2] and Howie [5]. Thus, in particular, we shall denote by V(a) the set of inverses of an
element a in a regular semigroup S.

T. E. Hall [4] has shown that the minimum inverse semigroup congruence on an
orthodox semigroup S is given by:

(a, b) e <V if and only if V(a) = V(b).

He has shown further that a regular semigroup S is orthodox if and only if V(a)H
V(b)^0 implies V(a) = V(b). Thus, when S is orthodox, a and b in S are <&-related if
and only if V(a)r\ V(b)=f= 0 . In addition, Reilly and Scheiblich [10] have shown that a
regular semigroup S is orthodox if and only if each inverse of an idempotent is itself
idempotent.

A congruence p, on a regular semigroup S, is idempotent separating if no two distinct
idempotents of S belong to the same p-class. W. D. Munn [9] has shown that a
congruence p on S is idempotent separating if and only if it is contained in Green's
relation #f. Thus there is a greatest idempotent separating congruence JU, on S. Munn
shows that the idempotent separating congruences on a regular semigroup commute. This
latter result has been generalized by Eberhart and Williams to include certain other
congruences on orthodox semigroups.

RESULT 1.1 [3]. Let p and a be congruences on an orthodox semigroup S and suppose
that pc?f and a^p. Then p°a = a°p so that the join pva of p and cr, in the lattice of
congruences on S, is given by pvcr = p°cr. In particular, <3'V|LI = I3/°/X = /X°(3'.

The main thrust of [3] is to show that congruences on an orthodox semigroup S are
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determined by their interaction with p. and ty. For use later in this paper, we shall require
one of their separation results.

RESULT 1.2 [3]. Let a and T be idempotent separating congruences on an orthodox
semigroup S and suppose that CTVI3' = T V ^ . Then a = T.

J. Meakin has described the minimum idempotent separating congruence on an
orthodox semigroup, as follows.

RESULT 1.3 [8]. Let S be an orthodox semigroup and let a,beS. Then (a, b)e /x if and
only if there exist a' e V(a), b' e V(b) such that a'ea = b'eb for each idempotent e in S.

2. Idempotent separating congruences. Suppose that a and b are ^-equivalent
elements in any semigroup S and that they have a common inverse x. Then one easily
calculates that

a = axa = axbxa = bxa since a 9? b implies b = axb
= b since a££b implies b = bxa.

Hence, on an orthodox semigroup, ffl n <2/ is the identical congruence. We shall use this
observation, and the results in Section 1, to describe the idempotent separating congru-
ences on an orthodox semigroup S in terms of idempotent separating congruences on SI'S/.

Another consequence of this remark is given in Lemma 2.1. We shall find it useful
later.

LEMMA 2.1. Let a, b be Hi-equivalent elements of a semigroup S and let p be a
congruence on S. Suppose that there are inverses a' of a and b' of b, respectively, such that
(a', b') e p. Then (a, b) e p.

Proof. In Sip, the elements ap and bp are ^-equivalent and have a common inverse
a'p = b'p. Thus ap = bp.

In the remainder of this paper, S will denote an orthodox semigroup and T will
denote its maximum inverse semigroup homomorphic image: that is, T = SI(%J.

For any congruence a on T, we obtain a congruence <x on S according to the
prescription

(a, b) e a if and only if (a<&, b<&) e a.

We shall denote by /x* the congruence ( / L W ^ ) / ^ on T. Thus

(a®, b<&) e (x * if and only if (a, b) e fx v <W.

LEMMA 2.2. /x* is an idempotent separating congruence on T.

Proof. Let A, B be idempotents of T. Then, by Lallement's lemma there exist
idempotents e e A, / e B. Thus (A, B) e (x * implies (e, /) e /x v ^ = /x ° <3/. Thus there exists
ceS such that (e, c)€/x, (c,/)e*3/. But, since S is orthodox, (c,/)e"& implies c is
idempotent. Then, since no $?-class contains more than one idempotent, (e, c) e /x implies
c = e. Hence (e, /) e "3/ which gives A = B.
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LEMMA 2.3. Let a,beS. Then (a<3/, b<2/)€ JU.* i/ and onfy i/ tftere exisf a'eV(a),
b'<=V(b) such that (a',b')efi.

Proof. Suppose that (a<&, b?U)e /x*. Then, by Result 1.1, (a, b)e/x°<&. Thus there
exists ceS such that (a, c)e /x, (c, b)e<2/. Since (a, c)e fi., there exist inverses a' of a and
c' of c such that, for all idempotents eeS, a'ea = c'ec (by Result 1.3). But this means
(a', c')e (x. On the other hand, since (c, b)e<3/, V(c)= V(b) so that c'eV(ii). Hence there
exists b'(=c') in V(b) such that (a', b')e/x-

Conversely, suppose that there exist a' e V(a), b' 6 V(b) such that (a', b') e JH. Let
c = ba'a. Then, since a'a 3t a' n b' & b'b, it follows from Green's Lemma that aS£c<3Hb.
Now, let d = aa'c; then, since aa' Xa' [ib' Xbb', it follows, again from Green's Lemma,
that a"3td.

Further b'e V(d) for

db'd = aa'ba'ab'aa'ba'a = aa'bb'ba'a = d,

since a'a 38 b'b implies a'ab' = b' and aa' iffcb' implies b'aa' = b', and similarly b' = b'db'.
Hence a and d are 2if-equivalent elements of S, with ^-equivalent inverses. Thus, by
Lemma 2.1, (a, d)e/x and so, since (d, b)e<3/, (a, b)e no<$/.

THEOREM 2.4. Let S be an orthodox semigroup and let r be an idempotent separating
congruence on T= SI^J, such that T £ JA*. Then $?Df is an idempotent separating congru-
ence on S.

Conversely, if a is an idempotent separating congruence on S, there is a unique
congruence r on T, contained in /x*, such that o-=

Proof. Set T # = jx n f. Then, clearly, T # is a congruence on S and is contained in
SifDf. Conversely, suppose that (a, b)effl(~)f. Then (a, b)e2€ and, since T£/X*,
(a<&, b<V)e in*. Thus, by Lemma 2.3, there exist a'eV(a), b'eV(b) such that (a', b')€/i.
Hence a and b are ^-equivalent elements with /x-equivalent inverses and so, by Lemma
2.1, (a, b)e/x. It follows therefore that $ f n f £ / x n f so that, in fact, ^fnf = /xnf is a
congruence on S. Since it is contained in /x, it is evidently idempotent separating.

Now suppose that cr is an idempotent separating congruence on S. Then, since cr S jx,
T = ( ( r v » ) / 9 s ( n v <&)/̂  = M. * • Further

(f n X) v °n = (f n /x) v ^ = [(o- v % n n ] v %.

But (a, b)€(crv^)ri/x implies (a, c)ea, (c, b)&%, for some ceS, and a5ifb. Since
(a, c) e a implies a 5if c, b and c are thus ^-equivalent elements with an inverse in
common. Hence b-c so that (a, b)ecr. It follows that (f nW)v"2/sav<&. On the other
hand, crc(av<&)fl/x so that CTv(&c[(av<3')n(x]v<2/ = (fn2if)v<&. Hence crv'3' =
(f D2i?)v<2/ and so, by Result 1.2, cr = fn$f.

Finally, suppose that pn%c.fn% where p, T are congruences on T, contained in
in*. Then (a<3/, b<&)<=p implies (a<3/, b<2/)e /x* so that, by Lemma 2.3, there exist a 'e V(a),
b'eV(b) such that (a', b')ey.. But, since p is a congruence on an inverse semigroup,
(a<3/, b<3/)ep implies (a'<3/, b'^)ep. Hence (a', b')e/x H p c ^ n f , since /xDp
9if n T = /x fl f. This in turn implies (a'<3/, b'<3/) e T, whence (a<3/, b<̂ ) e T. Hence p^
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It follows from this that, i fpn^f = fn3if, then p = T.

REMARK. It follows from the proof of Theorem 2.4 that the map p >-> p n X is an
order isomorphism of the lattice of congruences on T, contained in /n,*, onto the lattice of
idempotent separating congruences on S. Eberhart and Williams [3] have shown that the
map ai-^((TV<y)l'& = cr* is a lattice isomorphism in the other direction.

3. An application. A semigroup S = S1 is called unit orthodox if it is orthodox and,
for each aeS, there is a unit u such that a = aua. It is uniquely unit orthodox if for each
aeS there is a unique unit u such that a = aua.

RESULT 3.1.
(i) (Blyth & McFadden [1]) Let Be be a band and let G be a group acting on B, on the

left by automorphisms. Then the semidirect product B\x\G of B by G is a uniquely unit
orthodox semigroup: the multiplication is given by

(a, g)(b, h) = (a + gb, h).

Conversely, each uniquely unit orthodox semigroup has this form.
(ii) (McFadden [7]) Every unit orthodox semigroup is an idempotent separating

homomorphic image of a uniquely unit orthodox semigroup.

In [7], McFadden gives a description for the idempotent separating congruences on
the semidirect product of a band by a group. Thus, by Result 3.1(ii) he is able to
characterize all unit orthodox semigroups. We shall apply the results of Section 2 and the
known congruence theory for inverse semigroups to give an alternative, simpler descrip-
tion of idempotent separating congruences on uniquely unit orthodox semigroups.

RESULT 3.2 [7]. Let B be a band and let G act on B by automorphisms on the left.
Then, in B |x| G,

(i) (a,g)X(b,h) O a91 band g-^aSBh^b;
(ii) V(a, g) = g-1Da

 x(g~1} where Da denotes the 2>-class of B which contains a;
(Hi) (a, g)fi (b, 1) O a = b + gb and f = b + gf+b = b + g^f+b for all f^b.

[Note that, from (i), (a, g) Sif (b, 1) O a = b + gb and gDb = Db.]

Since G acts on B by automorphisms, and Green's relations are defined by multipli-
cation, G induces an action on the semilattice E of 2)-classes of B. Thus we can form the
semidirect product E |x| G of E by G; this is an inverse semigroup. Indeed, from Result
3.2(ii), it is immediate that E |x| G is the maximum inverse homomorphic image of
B |x| G. Thus idempotent separating congruences on B |x| G are determined by idempo-
tent separating congruences on E |x| G. The next result, a special case of [6, Theorem
2.2], characterizes the latter.

RESULT 3.3 [6]. Let E be a semilattice and G be a group which acts on E by
automorphisms. Further let Jf = {NA: A e E} be a family of subgroups of G with the
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following properties:
(i) A^C implies NA^NC;

00 gNAg"1 cNgA for each g e G ;
(iii) NA c SB = {g e G: gC = C for all C^A}.

Then the relation p^ defined by

(A, g) ft, (C, h) o A = C and gh"16 Nc

is an idempotent separating congruence on E |x| G and each such has this form for a unique
family Jf of subgroups of G which obeys (i), (ii) and (iii).

To apply Theorem 2.2 to obtain the idempotent separating congruences on a
uniquely unit orthodox semigroup, it remains, as a consequence of Result 3.3, to describe
the family M of subgroups of G corresponding to the congruence /x* on B |x| G.

LEMMA 3.4. Let B be a band and let G be a group which acts on B, on the left, by
automorphisms. Let E = B/22). Then

(A, g) /x* (A, 1) if and only if

for all f^b andsome beA}.

Proof. By Lemma 2.1, (A, g) /x* (A, 1) if and only if there exist a, ceA such that
(a, g)' /x (c, 1)', for some inverses (a, g)', (c, 1)' of (a, g), (c, 1) respectively; that is, if and
only if there exist d, beA such that (g-1d, g"1) JJ, (b, 1). By Result 3.2 (iii), this occurs if
and only if g~1d = b + g~1fc and f = b + g~1f+b = b + gf+b for all f^b. Hence
(A, g) n* (A, 1) if and only if g e MA.

NOTE. If we define MA(b) = {geG:f=b + gf+b = b + g'1f+b}, for beA then it is
straightforward to show that MA(b) = MA(c) for all b, ceA. Thus the qualifier "some
beA" in the definition of MA can be replaced by "for all beA".

If we now combine Lemma 3.4 and Results 3.2 and 3.3, and apply Theorem 2.4, we
immediately obtain the following characterization of the idempotent separating congru-
ences on B |x| G.

THEOREM 3.5. Let G be a group which acts on a band B by automorphisms, on the left,
and let N be a family of subgroups {NA :AeE = B/S)} with the following properties:

(i) A^C implies NA^NC;
(ii) g^Ag"1 ^ J V for each geG;

(iii) NAcMA={geG:for all beA, f=b + gf+b = b + g~7+ b for all f^b}.
Then the relation p*- on B |x| G defined by

(a, g) Px (b, h) O a&b, g~laS£h~lb and gh~xeNA, where A is the 3)-class ofa,

is an idempotent separating congruence on B |x| G and each such has this form for a unique
family of subgroups of G which obey (i), (ii) and (iii).
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